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Regional Reviews by Bill Eadie

The Mystery of Irma Vep
Old Globe Theatre
Also see Bill's reviews of Herringbone and First Wives Club

Charles Ludlam spent most of his theatre career in the
avant-garde off-off-Broadway realms of Greenwich
Village, where his Ridiculous Theatrical Company put on
production after production in which he served as
producer, director, writer and star, many times in drag. He
broke through to the mainstream with his 1984 spoof of
penny dreadfuls, The Mystery of Irma Vep, a play that
New York Times theatre critic Frank Rich included among
his list of best plays for that year. It was a pretty good
season for plays, too—the Tony nominees were Neil
Simon's Biloxi Blues, William Hoffman's As Is, David
Rabe's Hurlyburly and August Wilson's Ma Rainey's
Black Bottom (bonus points: can you recall which one
won?). But, undoubtedly, Mr. Ludlam's play is produced
more often than any of these others.

John Cariani and
Jeffrey M. Bender

Now, it's the Old Globe's turn, as the final production of
its five-play summer season. And all of the elements are in place for the production to
crackle. Maybe with a few more performances under their belts, the company will do so.
Mr. Ludlam's play turns not only on dead-on parodies of old movies of this genre but on the
fact that only two actors (originally Mr. Ludlam and his partner, Everett Quinton) play all of
the roles. Keeping the play moving involves a number of quick changes, many of which go
from male to female characters and back again. In a relatively small proscenium space,
such as the Ridiculous Theatre's home, or the Westside Theatre in New York, where Mr.
Quinton directed a successful 1998 revival, the actors could dart out a door, do the change,
and dart back in, even through another door, in no time.
But the Old Globe is staging this version in its temporary arena space, which has been
created out of the nearby San Diego Museum of Art's multipurpose hall. Arena staging
means that there are no real doors (Robin Vest's clever set uses half-doors, but the entire
space, audience areas included, is part of the action). The actors (John Cariani and Jeffrey
M. Bender) have a long way to go to get off-stage, change and get back on again.
Therefore, director Henry Wishcamper cheats: he introduces another character called (again,
cleverly) The Third Man (Chris Wollman). Mr. Wollman wears all black and a headset, so
it is disconcerting the first time we see him—it appears to be a mistake backstage. But it
soon becomes clear that The Third Man is there to provide special effects that might have
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been done from behind or under the set in a more traditional staging, as well as to move
things on an off when they need to be moved (there is an especially funny bit involving a
remote control unit). Mr. Wollman's presence is probably necessary, but it still feels like
somehow the two guys onstage weren't really doing it all.
In fact, because the guys onstage are running for their lives whenever they had a costume
change the pace of the play lags more than a little. Even so, once they make it onstage,
there is fun to be had. To wit: the play is set in Mandacrest, a British country estate, during
the time that penny dreadful novels were being turned into films starring the likes of Joan
Fontaine. Lady Enid, Lord Edgar's second wife, has come from the city to take up
residence, but the staff—a housekeeper named Jane Twisden and a groundskeeper named
Nicodemus Underwood—are still pining for their previous mistress, who died under unusual
circumstances. The moor surrounding the estate does seem to be possessed, and Lord Edgar
spends an inordinate amount of time hunting, looking for one wolf in particular. By
(deliberately outlandish) coincidence, Lord Edgar is also an avid Egyptologist, so when an
opportunity comes along to invade the tomb of a young woman who may not have been
dead when she was buried, he jumps at it.
Of course, the more over the top this silliness gets the better, and on opening night the actors
were partway there, with things improving significantly as the story unfolded. Mr. Cariani
is particularly effective playing Jane, though he also does well ad-libbing through losing
Lord Edgar's moustache more than once. Mr. Bender seems to shine most as Nicodemus,
and he and Mr. Cariani manage to crack each other up just enough to keep things
spontaneous.
The technical side of things is a big help. Robin Vest's aforementioned set not only
furnishes a good deal of humor itself but transforms well from Mandacrest to Egypt and
back again (sort of—don't be confused about where you're sitting when you come back from
intermission). Jenny Mannis' costumes bring their own visual wit to the proceedings
(though, I wondered how "quick change" some of them really were), and Jason Bieber and
Paul Peterson contribute highly effective lighting and sound designs.
I'd wait a week to go, if you can (the show runs until September 6). By that time, everyone
should have picked up the pace and the result should be depraved delight.
The Old Globe presents The Mystery of Irma Vep at the Old Globe Arena Stage at the James
S. Copley Auditorium, San Diego Museum of Art, though September 6, 2009. Tickets at
(619) 23-GLOBE or The Old Globe website.
The Mystery of Irma Vep. Directed by Henry Wishcamper, with scenic design by Robin
Vest, costume design by Jenny Mannis, lighting design by Jason Bieber, and sound design
by Paul Peterson. With John Cariani (Jane Twisden, Lord Edgar Hillcrest, and An Intruder),
Jeffrey M. Bender (Nicodemus Underwood, Lady Enid Hillcrest, Alcazar, and Pev Amri),
and Chris Wollman (The Third Man).

Photo credit: Craig Schwartz
See the current theatre season schedule for the San Diego area.
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A young woman arrives at a grand and stately manor, the second wife of its handsome owner,
only to be surrounded by memories of wife number one, particularly those brought up by the
mansion’s sinister housekeeper. (That’s Alfred Hitchcock-Daphne DuMaurier’s Rebecca, right?)
Among the household staff is a hunchback swineherd who turns into a werewolf whenev er the
moon is full. (What? You don’t remember that from Rebecca?) Another household worker is
rumored to be one of those “beings who never die,” aka a Vampire. (Now that sounds like
Dracula!) Our widowed, remarried hero journeys to Cairo where his presence brings a long-dead
Egyptian mummy back to life. (What kind of movie mishmash is this? Have we died and gone to
horror movie heaven, or hell?)
In fact, we have entered the wildly imaginativ e world of Charles Ludlam, author of the play
which jumbles all these mov ie classics into one campy delight, The Mystery Of Irma Vep, now
playing at San Diego’s Old Globe Theatre in a production that simply could not be better or
funnier.
The Mystery Of Irma Vep, at one time the most produced play in the U.S., is not only one of
most hilarious satires ever written for the stage, it also prov ides two same-gendered actors
chance to giv e tour de force performances—something which is absolutely the case at
Globe, with Broadway’s Jeffrey M. Bender and Tony nominee John Cariani stealing scenes
and right, or rather on all four sides, as this production is presented in the round.

the
the
the
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Irma Vep begins in the best Rebecca fashion, with housekeeper Jane Twisden (Cariani) informing
wooden-legged serv ant Nicodemus Underwood (Bender) that their master’s new wife, Lady
Enid, will “never make a fit mistress for Mandacrest. She’ll nev er liv e up to the high standards set
by Lady Irma.” Clearly, asserts Jane, the second Lady Hillcrest lacks the “fine breeding and
savoir fair” of Lady Irma, prompting Nic to reply, “If that French means what I think it does, you’d
better wash your mouth out with soap.” Lighting flashes and thunder claps, and Nicodemus tries
to put his arm around Jane. “Keep your hands to yourself,” orders the housekeeper. “You smell
like a stable.” “If you slept in a table,” replies Nic, “you’d smell like one too!” And then he adds,
“I’m not leaving till you give me a kiss.” “I’ll see you hanged first,” threatens Jane. “Give me a
little kiss,” responds Nicodemus, “and then I’ll show you how I’m hung.”
The above exchange is just a taste of the outrageously “camp” sensibility of playwright Ludlam’s
imaginative writing, and as other characters join the action (nev er more than two on stage at
once of course), the laughs and surprises keep coming fast and furious. Much of the play’s humor
comes from a clever skewering of Victorian melodrama, as when Lady Enid cries out, “No sleep!
No sleep for me! I shall never sleep again! Sleep is dead. Sleep is dead. She hath murdered
sleep. I dare not be alone to sleep. Don’t leave me alone. Don’t ever leav e me alone again.
For sleep is dead. Sleep is dead. Who murdered sleep?” (How’s that for ov erkill?) There are
plenty of dramatic fadeouts as well, for example when Nicodemus tells Jane that the master’s
killing the wolf which has been terrorizing the town is “cause for rejoicing,” and Jane responds
ominously, “It’s no rejoicing there’ll be tonight, Nicodemus Underwood. He’s killed the wrong
wolf!” Flash of lightning. Clap of thunder. Blackout.
Like Charles Busch’s heroines (also portrayed by a man, often Busch himself), many of the laughs
come from the humor inherent in cross-gender casting, and lines like Big And Tall-size former
actress Lady Enid’s “I’m on an eternal diet. The stage you know,” are particularly funny simply
because of who is saying them.
If The Mystery Of Irma Vep gets laughs galore in a traditional proscenium staging, the Old
Globe’s in-the-round configuration adds even more. Since there is no backdrop to hide behind,
Chris Wollman as “The Third Man” is ev er v isible for “shock moments.” When a bony hand reaches
through the French door curtains, we see not just the hand (at the end of a stick), but Wollman
manipulating it, then noiselessly exiting. When a “horrible face” appears at the window, it’s
Wollman we see holding up a mask. Wolman later reappears to open a secret sliding panel by
remote control, the same type used to manipulate toy helicopters. (Adding to the laughs at the
performance reviewed here was a secret panel malfunction.)
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Jane and Lord Edgar are the two roles brought to life by Cariani, who recently appeared at the
Ahmanson in Minsky’s and got his Tony nomination for playing Motel in Fiddler On The Roof. His
black-garbed Jane looks deliciously like Hitchcock’s Mrs. Danv ers and speaks in an almost
indescribable nasal whine, the last syllable of ev ery sentence stretched out an extra second ...
or two ... or three. The dashing Lord Edgar wears a mustache which, as the ev ening progresses,
begins to hav e difficulty staying attached. (More laughs.) In the performance I attended, Jane
once showed up briefly mustachioed. Only Cariani’s moment of “losing it” indicated that this
might not have been scripted, or then again, perhaps it was part of Ludlam’s oh-so-quirky sense
of humor.
Bender gets an extra two roles, making for a grand total of four. That his limping, lumbering
Nicodemus can exit and only moments later a perfectly-coiffed (1940s style), tweedily-gowned
Lady Enid can make her entrance would seem an impossibility, but Bender manages it. Lady
Enid, particularly, is quite a creation, man-sized (and noticeably taller than Cariani’s Lord Edgar)
yet so quasi-feminine that one almost forgets the role is being played by a man. Bender later
appears in full Egyptian garb as Alcazar, Lord Edgar’s guide, and to ev en greater comic effect
as Pev Amri, a curvaceous, bare-breasted mummy returned to life—one who looks uncannily
like Lady Enid.
As hilarious as The Mystery Of Irma Vep is on paper, director Henry Wishcamper makes it even
funnier, time and time again, with sight gags aplenty, and an ever imaginativ e use of the
in-the-round staging. He is ably abetted, not just by his brilliant acting duo, but by his design team
as well. Robin West’s scenic design fills the stage with elegant period furniture and a particularly
well-chosen tête-à-tête love seat. Jenny Mannis’s costumes are period perfect and often
outrageously funny, especially the strapless gown that a plus size, rather hirsute Lady Enid shows
up in in Act Three. Jason Bieber’s excellent lighting features plenty of lightning flashes to which
Paul Peterson’s sound design adds the thunder and just the right mood music.
Descriptions of Irma Vep by friends who are fans of the play did not prepare me for how
absolutely hilarious and completely original Ludlam’s comic spoof is. With Wishcamper at the
helm and Bender and Cariani creating seven of the funniest characters likely to be seen on
stage this year, the Old Globe’s production of The Mystery Of Irma Vep is a smart, delicious,
perfectly achiev ed crowd pleaser. It’s a production I could easily see again and again.
The Old Globe Arena Stage, San Diego Museum Of Art’s James S. Copley Auditorium, Balboa
Park, 1363 Old Globe Way, San Diego. Through September 6. Wednesdays at 7:00. Thursdays
and Fridays at 8:00. Saturdays at 2:00 and 8:00. Sundays at 2:00 and 7:00. Reservations: 619
234-5623 www.theoldglobe.org
--Steven Stanley
August 10, 2009
Photos: Craig Schwartz
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The Mystery of Irma Vep is Ridiculous Fun
Posted by admin on 8/24/09 • Categorized as Theater
By Charlene Baldridge
Once upon a time, when Jerry Patch was artistic
director at the Old Globe, he instituted a program
in which that august institution took a new look at
classic plays or more recent fare that in his opinion
had not been given a fair shake the first time
around. It was a grand idea that resulted in many
fine new looks, including the recent production of
John Guare’s “Six Degrees of Separation.”
Currently in production and bidding farewell to the
Globe’s temporary Arena Stage at the San Diego
Museum of Art’s remodeled Copley Auditorium, is
a new look at Charles Ludlam’s 1984 comedy “The
Mystery of Irma Vep.”
The original off-off-Broadway production took place at Ludlam’s Ridiculous Theatrical Company and starred
Ludlam and his longtime partner, actor and costume designer Everett Quinton. Between them, they played all
eight characters in the penny dreadful melodrama, a send up of film (largely Alfred Hitchcock’s “Rebecca”) and
theater that embraces such elements as vampires, werewolves, ghosts and the mysteries of Egypt. Irma Vep is
an anagram for “vampire.” Ludlam once said that their intent was to play the piece, written for two actors, very
seriously but in camp style.
In the Old Globe production, which stars Jeffrey M. Bender in the Ludlam roles and John Cariani in the Quinton
roles, director Henry Wishcamper places emphasis on the serious component of the original intent, with nary a
wink at camp. Granted it is exceptionally intellectual camp and this is the Old Globe. Curiously, with a few
bumps and grinds, Wishcamper makes the play’s covert sexual innuendo overt.
Lady Enid Hillcrest (Bender) has recently wed the widowed Lord Edgar Hillcrest (Cariani) of Mandecrest manor.
The lord is landed gentry with an avid interest in Egyptology. In his employ is former governess now
housekeeper Jane Twisden (also Bender). Cariani’s Jane is a sour spinster with a penchant for elongated n’s
and m’s and a deliciously nasty, nasal twang. One of this production’s highlights is a vocal duet accompanied
by dulcimer, sung/played by Lady Enid and Jane. Bender’s Enid is a great, heavily bosomed, gawping female,
hilarious by mere juxtaposition with Cariani’s diminutive Sir Edgar, whose moustache keeps slipping and who
gets lost continuously in her enormous décolletage.
Bender also portrays the dim-witted hunchback, Nicodemus, who transforms by the full moon, apparently, into
the werewolf held responsible for the deaths of Irma Vep, the former Lady Hillcrest, and her son, Victor.
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The wonderment of the play lies in two men making quick changes and vocal adjustments as in quicksilver
fashion they exit as one and then instantaneously re-enter as another. In a smaller space, such as the former
Cassius Carter Centre Stage, everything would move as “Irma” should, quickly and quicksilvery. Here, because
of the long distances each actor must gallop, the pace drags despite their amazing skills.
Then there is the matter of camp and its definition. Underlying camp is a secret to which the audience must be
privy — that the actors, despite their seriousness, are amused at their own ability to send up and emote all this
ridiculous stuff.
Jenny Mannis’s costumes are exceptionally apt, especially Lady Enid’s satin and roses ball gown. Robin Vest’s
scenic design stretches from sea to shining sea, a bit redolent of the attic in the Globe’s recent production of
“The Price.” The program page declares the play set “between the two wars” – presumably between the two
world wars. Paul Peterson’s sound design is a romp and a half, riffing between musical depictions of tempests,
Hollywood bodice rippers and Egyptian kitsch. Jason Bieber’s lighting is also amusing, placing emphasis on the
manor’s portrait gallery and freezing characters at moments of possible revelation. But as they say, it’s all
ridiculous and great fun.
“The Mystery of Irma Vep” continues through September 6 at the Old Globe’s Arena Stage at James S. Copley
Auditorium, San Diego Museum of Art in Balboa Park. Tickets are $29-$59. For more information, call (619)
23-GLOBE or visit www.theoldglobe.org.
Charlene Baldridge
Freelance Arts Writer
La Jolla Village News, Performances Magazine, sdtheatrescene.com, newolderwoman.blogspot.com
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The Mystery of Irma Vep

Jeffrey M. Bender as “Lady Enid Hillcrest” and John Cariani as "Jane Twisden"
in

Charles Ludlam's gothic spoof. Photo by Craig Schwartz.

The Mystery of Irma Vep, playing at The Old Globe’s arena stage in the San Diego Museum of Art, is a tour de force
of campy low comedy. Set primarily in Mandacrest, Lord Edgar Hillcrest’s estate, the play begins with servants Jane
Twisden and Nicodemus Underwood gossiping about Enid, the new lady Hillcrest. But the minimal plot revolves
around Irma, the old lady Hillcrest, who died tragically three years earlier. Lord Edgar is torn between his new and
old brides, but this is merely a side note in the ongoing drama that pervades Mandacrest. There are plots, mysteries
and a plethora of horror movie staples as the show spoofs everything from the Mummy’s Curse to The Matrix in
grand Victorian style.
John Cariani and Jeffrey M. Bender are a frenetically busy cast of two, as each takes on multiple characters,
sometimes in the same breath. They scamper masterfully between roles and unselfconsciously embrace each
melancholy flourish. Don’t expect these two to honor the fourth wall. In addition to Lord and Lady Hillcrest, Cariani and
Bender take on Twisden, Underwood, an intruder, a mummy and more.
The show is melodramatic in the most positive sense of the word. Each over-the-top swoon, clichéd movie trope and
awkward character switch is a wink to the audience and an admonition not to take any of this too seriously.
Written by Charles Ludlam, the Obie-winning farce is crisply directed by Henry Wishcamper. The set, which includes a ring of family portraits, evokes the luxuriant decay and
overall creepiness of Mandacrest. The Mystery of Irma Vep runs through September 6.
Joshua Baxt
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Theatre Review (San Diego): First Wives Club at the Old Globe Theatre

Theatre Review (San Diego): First Wives Club at the Old
Globe Theatre
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It is becoming a trend for Broadway producers to premiere new musicals
in San Diego, at either the Old Globe Theatre (Dirty Rotten Scoundrels)
or the La Jolla Playhouse (Jersey Boys). The Old Globe alone has been

responsible for sending 20 productions on to Broadway.
The latest Broadway-bound offering is The First Wives Club, with a book by Rupert Holmes and
music by Brian Holland, Lamont Dozier, and Eddie Holland, the trio who wrote music for the
Supremes, Marvin Gaye, The Four Tops, and Martha and the Vandellas. Francesca Zambello directs
and Lisa Stevens is the choreographer.
The story is, of course, based on the hit Hollywood movie by the same name and Oliver Goldsmith’s
bestselling novel. Four classmates get together in middle age only to find they share the same fate:
their husbands are leaving them. This proves too much for one of the women (Victoria Matlock, in
great singing voice), who decides to end it all. This spurs the "First Wives Club," as the remaining
woman call themselves, to take matters into their own hands and exact revenge, with the help of a
gay friend, Duane (Sam Harris).
The cast is loaded with stars: Karen Ziemba (Contact, Steel Pier, Curtains, Never Gonna Dance),
Barbara Walsh (Falsettos, Hairspray, Nine), and Sheryl Lee Ralph (Dreamgirls, Thoroughly Modern
Millie). Yet even with all this talent the show fails to ignite. It reminded me of the short-lived Nine To
Five, which had a lot of great moments but did not gel as a whole.
There are also problems with several other aspects of the show. When it is dramatic and plays to
the performers' strengths it works best, but to have a dancer like Ziemba in the cast and not let her
really dance seems criminal. I found Zambello's direction uninspired, though she did keep things
moving. More serious, however, is the fact that no one changes or grows in the piece, except for
one wife, who had been a holdout, finally deciding to get even. It doesn't say much good about
women (or men for that matter, seeing as they are all busy chasing younger women) that all they can
do is exact revenge. I didn’t like it in the movie and I don’t like it here.
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Colonel Mustard in the drawing room with the candlestick! The pennydreadful farce, The Mystery of Irma Vep, is making waves at the Old Globe.
Making references from Alfred Hitchcock’s Rebecca to the board game, Clue,
every twist and turn of the story will have you shaking in your seat with
laughter.

The San Diego Foundation
THE TIPPETT FOUNDATION

San Diego Area Theatres
(If we have miss-classified your
company, please let us know.)

Written by Charles Ludlam, The Mystery of Irma Vep was originally
produced in 1984 off-off-Broadway in New York City’s Greenwich
Village with Ludlam as a lead. The show was then revived
off-Broadway in 1998 and nominated for the Outer Critics Circle
Award for Outstanding Revival of a Play. The extraordinary factor of
this show is that in 1991, it became the most produced play in
America, and in 2003, became the longest running play in Brazil.
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On the moors of Mandacrest, with a Wuthering Heights sort of feel,
the beginning of hilarity is set when the house keeper, Jane, played
by John Cariani enters onto the stage with dark, outrageous music.
Shortly after, the groundskeeper, Nicodemus (Jeffery M. Bender), a
hunchback with a low growling voice, stalks onto the scene. Lord Edgar Hillcrest (John
Cariani) takes a new wife, Lady Enid (Jeffery M. Bender) while still caught up in a spell of his
old wife, Irma Vep (an anagram for “Vampire”), and hunted by a suspicious monster. The
story then journeys to the deserts of Egypt while the idea of Indiana Jones careens into the
plot with the actors dodging a beach ball, functioning as a boulder. The Mummy is alluded to
as Lord Edgar brings a mummy to life after reading graphic hieroglyphics. Then later, back at
Mandacrest, a monster is revealed to this troubled couple.

Poway Cen Perf. Arts

Non-Equity
(but occasionally use Equity)

Asian Amer Rep.
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Compass Theatre
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Actors John Cariani and Jeffery M. Bender played all the
roles, each taking on completely different personas from a
low-voiced, slumping hunchback to a breathy, graceful lady of
the house; the enormous skill level of each actor was
incredible. Each character just missed their other figure,
though voices off-stage sometimes collided. There was no
wait with quick costume changes happening in seconds.
Although chaotic backstage, on stage there was nothing but
amusement. A third man, with a stage hand like costume,
Chris Wollman, offered props and hidden excitement, from
coming to a window with a giant monster mask, to opening a “secret passage” with a remote
control, the entire show was incredibly thought out and extremely detailed.
With a set taken out of a gothic, Victorian novel, paintings and priceless antiques hung from
the walls of the arena stage. An inventive set, designed by Robin Vest, the drawing room
became the backdrop for most of the show, though the perspective was shifted cleverly at the
start of Act Two. The creation of Egypt was magnificently simple, though entirely creative
with a sand-colored piece of carpet and a blow-up palm tree. Lighting was menacing and
whimsical by Jason Bieber particularly pulsing with the sound designed by Paul Peterson.
Wilder and wilder costumes came onto the stage as fanciful Victorian style morphed into a
risen-from-the-dead mummy to the masks of vampires and werewolves. Designed by Jenny
Mannis, the costumes played into the mirth of the piece.

Vox Nova Theatre

Simply put, director Henry Wishcamper is a genius. All the details of the production are
looked into and created flawlessly into a fantastic piece of theatre. I could not stop laughing;
this is the funniest show I have ever seen, YOU MUST GO SEE THIS SHOW! Playing through

Non-Equity

September 6 th, you can call (619) 23-GLOBE or go online to www.theoldglobe.org for more
information.
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Coriolanus Review
Kristin Perkins
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Triad Productions &
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The tragedy in Old Globe’s annual
Shakespeare Festival this year is
Coriolanus a bleak portrayal of war,
politics and the human folly apparent in
both.
One of Shakespeare’s lesser known tragedies, Coriolanus is the
story of a Roman soldier, Caius Martius Coriolanus (left), a war
hero who is banished from Rome through the influence of two
offended tribunes. He joins his blood enemy, Tullus Aufiduis
(Brendan Griffin, right) to attack Rome. Relenting to his
mother’s begging he has a change of heart and spares the city;
angered, Aufiduis kills him.
Instead of ancient Rome, this adaptation was set in post WWI Europe which fits the political
themes of the original setting such as unrest of the masses, as well as being relevant to our
own present day political and economic issues. Director Darko Tresnjak cut copious amounts
of the script in order to keep the audience engaged.
It’s hard to emotionally sympathize with the characters. Most characters are caught in
deceitful struggles for power or revenge. When at last Coriolanus is killed, one feels little
sorrow. Instead of evoking teary emotion, or heartbreak the tragedy plays out in horror. In the
final scene the open-mouthed, haunted-looking mother is a provocative image that doesn’t
fail to impress upon the mind.
In fact, Celeste Ciulla (left) as Corilanus’s mother, Volumnia, was
impressive throughout the performance – power-hungry and
manipulative; she is the one force able to dominate her fiercely
independent son. The character evolved from a proud, arrogant,
wide-legged stance, to desperate begging, each change convincing
and motivated. Also notable was Greg Derelian, who played the title
character (right). Harsh and overpowering with his derisive laughter,
Caius Martuis Coriolanus is a full-fleshed character with independent
thoughts. More as caricatures, the two tribunes, played by Grant
Goodman and James Newcomb had great chemistry together as
they scheme and smoke their cigars.
One of the “actors” I was not impressed with was not real at all. In
one of the impassioned scenes near the end, the dialogue between Volumnia (Ciulla) and
Coriolanus (Derelian) is disrupted by the distraction of a dummy employed to play the part of
Coriolanus’ son. This plastic faced pre-adolescent, whether a metaphorical statement or not,
detracts from a crucial turning point.
However the lighting by York Kennedy was superb and helped to direct and dramatize the
action. Without scene changes, as one set of actors exit another enter, the lighting allows this
blending of scenes to happen smoothly. Besides these practical purposes the lighting
accentuates the moods of the play, for example by establishing the setting behind a party, or
spot-lighting a grief stricken face.
The sound design of Christopher R. Walker kept the audience enveloped in the ambience of
the play with the clash of war all around or the shouts of banishment.
Coriolanus will be playing at the Old Globe until September. For more information and to
check dates go online at www.oldglobe.org. Don’t forget to bring a jacket!
(Pictures by Craig Schwartz)
Email Kristin
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The Mystery of Irma Vep
by: Rob Appel | In the Spotlight | August 18th, 2009

Jeffrey M. Bender as "Lady Enid Hillcrest" (l. to r.) Jeffrey M. Bender
as “Lady Enid Hillcrest” and John Cariani as "Jane Twisden" Jeffrey
M. Bender as “Nicodemus” and John Cariani as "Jane Twisden"
Currently, on the boards, for a healthy run, at the Old Globe Theatre’s ARENA Stage, is a duo-cast and creative team for
Charles Ludlam’s gothic-spoof – The Mystery of IRMA VEP. Taking on the principal roles of Lady ENID, Lord EDGAR,
NICODERMUS UNDERWOOD….even an Egyptian ‘mummy’, among their ‘cast of thousands’, are Jeffrey Bender and
John Coriani, and are skillfully directed by veteran Henry Wishcamper. Touted as the “most produced play in America”,
one would guess that this Old Globe production must rank among the best … as funny it was…funny it is…and funny it
will be, these coming weeks through September 6th. Take off your straight-laced polo-hat, and put on your wacky cap …
and prepare yourself for madcap mayhem, along with lots of smiles, giggles, and out-loud belly-laughs, as the two
veritable actors race through a battery of characters from stories old…told and re-told again!

(As noted) Who is Irma Vep? That’s the mystery at the heart of this outrageously funny tour-de-force. On a “dark and
stormy night,” Lady ENID arrives at an estate with her new husband, who is under the spell of his deceased first wife, and
haunted by something that’s prowling the grounds. Strange things begin to happen around Lady ENID, while the
mysterious portrait of IRMA VEP hanging over the fireplace, gazes down upon her. The Mystery of IRMA VEP is a
hilarious comedy that satirizes everything from Alfred Hitchcock’s REBECCA to Victorian Melodrama, to The Mummy’s
Curse.
As you enter the new, Old Globe ‘black-box’ Arena Stage, a period parlor beautifully designed and lit by Robin Vest and
Jason Bieber greets you….a more comfortable environment, one cannot imagine, as the unique sound effects by Paul
Peterson take you off on the journey of two camelian actors…Jeffrey Bender and John Coriani, and their spot-on stagehand-assistant “Chris”, bringing on-and-off the needed props and special effects….adding to the sometimes Monte Python
sight-gag-routines. It is the harmony and tightness of the two actors working together that keeps the laughs non-stop, but
the total visual jackpot of Jeffrey Bender’s duo hunchback NICODERMUS, and his high-camp drag Lady ENID, that
doubles one up in howls of laughter. Sprinkled with juicy one-liners “Virginity…is the balloon of life…it vanishes with the
first prick”, it is Jenny Mannis’ quick-change costuming design that adds measurably to the on-stage antics!
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With author Charles Ludlam, an actor, director, playwright, and founder of the Ridiculous Theatrical Company in New
York City, his The Mystery of IRMA VEP is a delightful theatrical evening out … highly recommended for those seeking
“something to do” … and a way to share a laugh or two (three, four, etc…) with a special friend or loved one … go see it!
Playing nightly through Sept 6th, for ticketing, call… (619) 23-GLOBE, or go online at www.theoldglobe.org.
Posted in Theater |
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Jeffrey Bender (left) and John Cariani in "The
Mystery of Irma Vep." (Photo by Craig
Schwartz)
Vamping with Vampires
THE SHOW: “The Mystery of Irma Vep,” the 1984 Charles Ludlam play at the Old Globe
Charles Ludlam was a little ridiculous. Well, that was the name of his group, anyway — the Ridiculous Theatre Company. The title often applied to his plays, which combined elements
of gothic novels, Shakespeare, Wagner, popular culture, old movies, and anything else that he could milk for a laugh. Ludlam typically appeared in his own creations, usually in the
women’s roles.
His most enduring legacy (he died of AIDS in 1987, at age 44) is “The Mystery of Irma Vep,” in which Ludlam performed with his long-time partner, Everett Quinton. It was a tour de
force that won an Off Broadway Obie Award and was hailed (by The New York Times and Time Magazine), as one of the best plays of 1984. During the early 1990s, “Irma Vep”
became one of the most produced plays in America. In order to ensure that the piece retains its original… um, luster, the rental rights stipulate that the performers must be of the same
sex. This guarantees a flurry of cross-dressing; the work itself, eight characters written for two actors, is a freewheeling invitation to mayhem.
The gothic spoof begins, aptly enough, on a dark and stormy night, and it’s rife with melodrama, farce, vaudeville and satire. Lord Edgar, an Egyptologist, is the owner of the foreboding
Mandecrest Manor, isolated on the English moors. Edgar can’t seem to get over his dead wife, whose portrait retains a place of prominence in his home. But he blithely brings in his new
spouse, the skittish Lady Enid, who is resented by the suspicious housekeeper, Jane, though the swinish swineherd, Nicodemus, comes to feel for her. Somewhere, beneath the madness
of werewolves and vampires and mummies, there’s a message about liberating oneself from one’s past. The political undertones about Western imperialism are buried in this production,
as are some of the wink-nudge references to Conrad, DuMaurier, Jane Eyre and Baby Jane (though there is one definite nod to “Nosferatu”).
Silliness and slapstick abound, which brings us to the central problem. There’s just too much gravitas at the Globe and too much inanity in the play for this to be a gratifying match. On
top of that, the piece is being done in the (temporary) arena theater, which seems to be a case of dramatic masochism. The plot, such as it is, is just too preposterous for words. The
greatest dollop of humor comes from the lightning-fast costume changes, as well as some of the barely-offstage business, such as monstrous claws and rabid dogs at the window. When
you’re in the round, there are no windows.
Director Henry Wishcamper and his two competent actors do the best they can under the constraining circumstances, but some of the sharpest humor is lost. They’re forced to add
another player (the silent Third Man) and repeatedly break the fourth wall, commenting to the audience about the difficulty of getting from one side of the stage to another. Both these
tactics are funny the first time.
The costumes (Jenny Mannis) are comical. The set (Robin Vest) is stuffed to the gills with… stuff: candelabra, red velvet curtains, a zebra rug, animal heads, wood banisters, candles, a
knight’s armor, and of course, portraits of the “family,” including the one of Irma that magically drips blood in the murderous second act. The sound (Paul Peterson) is outstanding, what
with its gales and screams and wolf howls. The lighting (Jason Bieber) is suitably eerie, stormy and ghostly.
Broadway veterans Jeffrey Bender and John Cariani are quite entertaining, but they’re never drop-dead hilarious, which could certainly be said of local actor David McBean, when he
starred in the Diversionary Theatre production of 2002. The big, hulking Bender is especially apt as the hunchbacked Nicodemus, dragging his leg up the stage steps. He’s sexy - in a
sexist way - as the topless, dancing mummy, though his Lady Enid is quite ungainly; “her” best moment is when she dons a froufrou strapless dress that reveals Bender’s hairy chest.
But what’s with the dulcimer-playing - twice? I’d say it was a stall-technique, except the second time, it was a duet!
Trim, lanky Cariani is excellent as the twisted Jane Twisden and Lord Edgar, whose self-strangulation scene is the funniest of the evening.
It feels long; 90 minutes of this kind of craziness would be quite enough. The on-and-offstage dash certainly adds to the pandemonium, as well as the running time, though the aisle
stairways are used to comic effect. And audience interaction is always good for a laugh. But this production is not quite crazy/funny enough, not campy or vampy or even farcically
dead-serious enough, which leaves us with the impression that the effort is, well, beneath the Globe.
THE LOCATION: The Old Globe’s temporary space at the San Diego Museum of Art’s James S. Copley Auditorium, in Balboa Park. (619) 23-GLOBE; www.theoldglobe.org
THE DETAILS: Tickets: $29-59. Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday at 7 p.m.; Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m., Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m., through September 6.

Joshua Everett Johnson and Rachael VanWormer in
"Soap Opera." (Photo by Daren Scott)
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Rees, running through Aug. 30 in the Sheila
and Hughes Potiker Theatre.
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Something sinister is afoot at Mandacrest, the English estate owned by Lord Edgar Hillcrest (John Cariani) and his new wife
Lady Enid (Jeffrey M. Bender).
For one thing, that portrait of previous wife Irma Vep staring down from the wall is, well, kind of creepy, and Lady Enid wants it
removed. The housekeeper, Jane Twisden (Cariani) misses her previous mistress: “I can’t bear the thought of her in a grave.
She was always so afraid of the dark.” Jane has not taken well to Lady Enid.

A wolf seems to haunt the manor, and there’s Nicodemus the peg-legged caretaker (Bender), who has an unusual relationship with the full moon.
Are you getting the idea? It’s Charles Ludlam’s hilarious send-up of Victorian and gothic parlor mysteries, The Mystery of Irma Vep, playing through Sept. 6 at the Museum
of Art’s Copley Auditorium. Henry Wishcamper directs.
Bender and Cariani play seven characters between them in this tour de force romp that careens through some of the best-known works in the genre including Rebecca,
The Mummy’s Curse and Wolf Man. It’s all very silly and a whale of a lot of fun.
A jaunt to Egypt in the second act nets Lord Edgar a pristine tomb, complete with mummy (thanks to mysterious local expert Alcazar). Of course, Lord Edgar ships the
mummy home as a souvenir, just in time to find not just the wolves getting out of control, but Jane, Lady Enid and Nicodemus as well. Then there’s the revelation that Irma
Vep is anagrammatic for (wait for it) vampire.
The show’s design team should take a bow. Robin Vest’s set is terrific – a beautifully appointed English drawing room, with “family portraits” all around, a suit of armor, a
“zebra” hide and a stuffed animal. The living room holds a great double-sided settee, a chaise and two intriguing tables with knickknacks.
Likewise, Jenny Mannis’ costumes, Jason Bieber’s lighting and Paul Peterson’s sound design are outstanding.
Dressers and stagehands deserve a hand as well, keeping the show moving by getting the actors in and out of costumes in a flash and providing more hilarity by tossing
Nicodemus’ wooden leg into the fray or scaring Lady Enid with a wolf’s head on a stick.
But it’s Bander and Cariani you’ve come to see, and they do not disappoint. The heftier Bender’s elegant Lady Enid in pencil skirt or voluminous gown contrasts with his
robed and fezzed Alcazar and the hunched-over Nicodemus with wooden leg and withered hand and, of course, the mummy Pev Amri.
The slighter Cariani knows just how to modify the patrician bearing of Lord Edgar to become convincing as housekeeper Jane, and then sufficiently menacing as an
intruder.
Both are excellent at turn-on-a-dime characterizations and accents. They’re obviously having such a good time, it would seem
churlish not to join in.
Ludlum once said of his art, “Don’t look for deeper meaning. Just take it at face value.”
If you do that, you’ll have a wonderful time.
The Old Globe Theatre’s production of The Mystery of Irma Vep plays through Sept. 6, at the Museum of Art’s Copley
Auditorium. Shows Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 7 p.m.; Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m.; matinées Saturday and
Sunday at 2 p.m. For tickets, call 619-23-GLOBE or visit www.theoldglobe.org.
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The unexpected week, examined
The week’s unplanned wonders presented the amazing
juxtaposition of two wildly diverse theatrical exercises, which
opened on consecutive evenings. There was also unexpected melody that had great
resonance with the theatre (see The Basement). Then there was another
theatrical/musical evening that had more to do with catching up than adding to
meaning.
The first bit of theatre involves two actors playing eight characters in Charles Ludlam’s
mad excursion though Gothic melodrama, The Mystery of Irma Vep. The second
features one actor/singer/dancer playing the entire cast of a most unusual chamber
musical known as Herringbone.
Two on eight at summer “camp”

The San Diego Foundation

THE SHOW: Charles Ludlam’s The Mystery of Irma Vep produced by the Old Globe and
directed by Henry Wishcamper at the Arena Stage at San Diego Museum of Art’s James
S. Copley Auditorium

THE TIPPETT FOUNDATION
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THE STORY: This 1984 off-off-Broadway work,
an example of Ludlam’s theatre of the
ridiculous style, is set in the English
countryside and Egypt between the two world
wars. The heroine, Lady Enid Hillcrest, a
former actress, has recently wed the widowed
Lord Edgar, an amateur Egyptologist with a
Mummy fixation. In an attempt to acclimate to
Mandacrest manor, more fully understand Lord
Edgar, and satisfy her curiosity about the
untimely deaths of her immediate predecessor,
Irma Vep, and her young son, Victor, Lady Enid
solicits
information
from
the
dour
housekeeper, Jane Twisden. Other than a
hunchback handyman named Nicodemus, Lord
and Lady Hillcrest and Jane make up the entire
population of Mandacrest, that is, unless one
counts a pesky werewolf, assorted ghostly
intruders, and that bleeding portrait of Irma
Vep that hangs above the fireplace. Lord Edgar
makes a tomb-raiding trip to Egypt, meets assorted characters, and returns with a
Mummy, whom he brought to life briefly. Eventually, all mysteries are solved.
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THE PERFORMERS: Jeffrey Bender, second
violin in the Globe’s Opus, takes on the
Ludlam roles, which include Lady Enid,
Nicodemus and others; and John Cariani
(right) essays the Everett Quinton roles of
Lord Edgar, Jane and others. Each Globe
actor does a marvelous job with accents,
gender mannerisms and quirkiness. Bender’s
Enid (think Rebecca) is all maidenly
innocence, which is hysterically funny in so
large a man, got up in tremendous bosoms
and hair. His juxtaposition with Cariani’s
delicate, natty Lord Edgar is a delicious
sight gag, especially when Edgar’s fake
moustache gets lost in Enid’s knockers and
passionate lip-lock. Cariani’s Jane is
wondrous, all nasal, feigned refinement,
with prolonged N’s and M’s giving evidence
of something much more sinister. The
Enid/Jane vocal/dulcimer duet is a hoot.
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THE PRODUCTION: Ludlam once said that his and Quinton’s intent with Irma was to play
it seriously but in camp style. One’s enjoyment of this particular production may
depend upon one’s definition of and experience with theatrical camp, which extends
beyond mere farce. Ludlam’s camp is intellectually subtle, especially as compared, say,
to Diversionary’s recent literary romp with Charles Dickens’ Twist, played in extreme
camp and high dudgeon.
Despite an occasional bump and grind that pays overt homage to the sexual and
same-sexual frisson implied in the text, Wishcamper nods only occasionally at camp,
emphasizing instead the seriousness and sincerity of playing the style. As a matter of
fact, Wishcamper’s camp is the most restrained ever witnessed. It’s not a romp, it’s a
stroll, which brings us to strolling. The production is hampered further by the arena’s
sheer size, which forces Bender and Cariani to sprint for costume changes; the first act
especially sags considerably.
Paul Peterson’s sound design riffs from 19th century depictions of a tempest to dark,
horror flick glissandos to happy Sunnybook and back again. Robin Vest’s detailed scenic
design, rife with Egyptian memorabilia and a noble portrait gallery, is almost overkill.
Jenny Mannis’s costumes, especially Lady Enid’s atrocious hand-me-down ball-gown,
are marvelous, and Jason Bieber’s lighting design is excellent.
THE LOCATION: 7 pm Sundays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays; 8 pm Thursdays-Saturdays; 2
pm Saturdays and Sundays, through September 6 at the Old Globe’s temporary Arena
Stage, James S. Copley Auditorium, San Diego Museum of Art, Balboa Park, $29-$59,
www.theoldglobe.org or (619) 23-GLOBE.
BOTTOM LINE: worth a try

La Jolla Stage Co.
Scripps Ranch
Stone Soup Theatre
Community Theatre
Recently I had a crash and
lost all of the community
theatre info. I'm slowly
getting it back. Please resend
if you're not here
Coronado Playhouse

The purging of George Nookin, or
Not a cozy musical
THE
SHOW:
La
Jolla
Playhouse
production of Tom Cone’s Herringbone,
with music by Skip Kennon and lyrics by
Ellen Fitzhugh, with music direction by
Dan Lipton, choreography by Darren
Lee and direction by Roger Rees. BD
Wong plays narrator George Nookin and
ten additional characters. BD photos Crag
Schwartz

North Park Vaudville
OnStage Playhouse
Pacific Coast Theatre Co.
Patio Playhouse
Point Loma Actors
PowPAC
San Diego Jr. Theatre
Such N' Such Productions
Sunshine Brooks Theatre

THE STORY: As he relates at the top of
the show, George Nookin (Herringbone)
is compelled to tell the story of “one of
those years” (he was 8) on a daily basis.
The audience becomes the listener for
tonight. It is 1929, the height of the
Great Depression, and little George’s
parents, Arthur and Louise, struggle to
put food on the table. Their anticipated
legacy from the wealthy Uncle Billy
doesn’t pan out, so they enroll their son
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"The Mystery of Irma Vep" at the Old
Globe Theatre
Gothic confectionaries
By Welton Jones
Posted on Fri, Aug 7th, 2009

Welton Jones

Last updated Fri, Aug 7th, 2009

“Burlesque” in the American theatre doesn’t mean only broad comedy and lusty babes.
There’s a grand stage tradition going back a couple of centuries which revels in crude
puns, outrageous plots, cross-dressing, naughty innuendo, killer parody and slapstick
violence.
Charles Ludlam (1943-1987) was the 20th Century master of the form. He had no
serious competition.
He took on Hamlet in “Stage Blood,” Wagner’s “Ring” cycle in “Der Ring Gott
Farblonjet,” fairy tales with “The Enchanted Pig,” ancient China with “Eunuchs if the
Forbidden City,” country music in “Corn,” psychiatry in “Reverse Psychology” and pretty
near everything else in his other 23 plays.
Maybe his most endearing (and certainly his most portable) piece was “The Mystery of
Irma Vep,” featuring himself and his partner, Everett Quinton, quick-changing through
eight roles in an ultimate send-up of everything gothic and thrilling that he could find
rummaging through his vast troves of cliche.
The Old Globe has a first-class production of “Irma Vep” with a pair of hard-working
actors whose fault it is not that they hardly are Ludlam and Quinton.
John Cariani, whippet-thin and laser-intense, is a prim martinet of a housekeeper and
the haunted baronet of the remote castle. Jeffrey M. Bender, heftier than one might
expect, alternates deftly between the hideously deformed handyman who yearns for a
soft word and the new lady of the castle, a borderline hysteric.
(Both also are responsible for an assortment of vampires, werewolves, mummies,
maddened killers and assorted spooks. All in a night’s work.)
The prop-heavy decor, by Robin Vest, achieves marvels in turning the Globe’s
temporary hall at the San Diego Museum of Art into a parody playground, assisted by
Jason Bieber’s slashing light design and the never modest but always well-tailored
costumes of Jenny Mannis.
But the true champ of the show is Paul Peterson, who has scraped together a fabulous
assortment of disposable salon music which underlines every scene with the proper
mood and exact degree of inflation. I’d buy the cast album in a minute.
The show moves along at a jolly rhythm, which reflects positively upon Henry
Wishcamper, the director. Sadly, however, it is Wishcamper’s errors that must keep it at
the amusing, rather than the sublime, level.
Apparently, it can’t be stated too often that comedy must ALWAYS be played as
straight as possible. The more the actor seems to believe, the funnier the audience
finds it. And, conversely, when the actor joins the audience in enjoying the nonsense, a
moment of fun may be had but the structure is fatally weakened.
Wishcamper lets his actors wink several times too often. To their credit, they seem
reluctant. If so, they’re right. And when the director quits seeing the show every
performance, they might consider dumping some of the stuff like slipping moustaches
or urgent whispers.
Not much can be done, however, about the stage hand whose prop-handling has been
turned into part of the scene. A bad, bad idea, this mocking of illusion. Even a script as
sturdy as this one can tear like tissue if the illusion is treated contemptuously.
Wishcamper (or somebody) has mucked with the nonsense by interpolating quotes
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'It's kind of ridiculous'
Well, of course it is! That's why 'Irma Vep' is so much fun to perform, and to watch
By Jessica Fryman
2:00 a.m. August 6, 2009

DETAILS
“The Mystery of Irma Vep”
The Old Globe
When: Opens at 8 tonight; runs 2 and 7 p.m. Sundays, 7 p.m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
Thursdays and Fridays, 2 and 8 p.m. Saturdays; through Sept. 6
Where: Arena Stage at Copley Auditorium, 1450 El Prado
Tickets: $29-$59
Phone: (619) 234-5623
Online: theoldglobe.org
For the Old Globe's production of “The Mystery of Irma Vep,” the real puzzle just might be how two
actors starring in eight roles will pull off record-fast costume changes, dialogue with themselves as two
different characters and impersonate several accents.
“It's kind of ridiculous,” says John Cariani, who plays four characters (two of which are women) in his
Old Globe debut.
And as if you could make the actors' challenges any more difficult: They are staging the play in the
round. As Cariani and Jeffrey Bender (who plays the other four roles) exit as one character and
immediately return as another, they often traverse the entire stage at Copley Auditorium.
Despite the difficulties, the two say they're ready for the month-long run of the show, a gothic vampire
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spoof that satirizes “Rebecca” and “Wuthering Heights,” among a long list of others.
The old horror-movie references are twisted throughout the play as it follows Lady Enid (Bender) while
she finds out about her new husband, Lord Edgar's (Cariani) past, including his late wife, Irma Vep.
“The audiences, young and old, will get a kick out of it,” says Bender, who is performing with the Old
Globe for the second time. “It's two hours of craziness.”
But it's not necessarily the story line that audiences will love. The show's most entertaining aspect may
be the two actors' performances, director Henry Wishcamper says.
After reading the play in college, Wishcamper put “Irma Vep” on his list of things to do because of the
opportunity it gives the performers.
“I love watching actors give virtuosic performances and see the depth of an individual actor's range of
skills,” he said. “(Cariani and Bender are) really sharp. They have an amazing ability to shift on a dime.”
Cariani and Bender say that talent didn't come without lots of practice.
In one rehearsal, Cariani started reading his Lord Edgar lines in his Jane voice.
“It was kind of embarrassing,” said Cariani. “The hardest thing is remembering who you are every time
you go out on stage. We go off as one character and come back 30 seconds later as another character. It's
kind of fun for audiences to see that.”
The show, which features men dressed as women, pop culture references from the past 50 years and lots
of laughs, is well-suited for a wide variety of audiences and very gay-friendly, Wishcamper says.
“It's fun and infectious,” he said. “I love the energy of it.”
Jessica Fryman is a Union-Tribune intern.

Find this article at:
http://www3.signonsandiego.com/stories/2009/aug/06/lz1w05bender184815-its-kind-ridiculous

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Theater News

Jeffrey Bender and John Cariani to Star in
Old Globe's The Mystery of Irma Vep
By: Brian Scott Lipton · Jul 9, 2009 · San Diego

Jeffrey Bender and John Cariani will star in the Old Globe's
production of Charles Ludlam's spoof The Mystery of Irma Vep, to
play the Arena Stage at the San Diego Museum of Art, July 31September 6. The production will be directed by Henry Wishcamper.
In the play, in which the actors play all the characters, strange things
happen when Lady Enid arrives at an estate with her new husband,
who is under the spell of his deceased first wife.
John Cariani

The creative team includes Robin Vest (scenic design), Jenny Mannis
(costume design), Jason Bieber (lighting design), and Paul Peterson (sound design).
Wishcamper's credits include Port Authhority, The Seafarer, Talking Pictures, and Flags.
Bender's stage credits include Cymbeline, Opus, The Three Musketeers and Jane Eyre.
Cariani earned a Tony Award nomination for Fiddler on the Roof and his other stage credits
include Two Gentlemen of Verona and Modern Orthodox.
For ticket information, visit www.oldglobe.org.
[ close ]
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Camp, pop culture abound in 'The Mystery of Irma Vep'
Wednesday, July 22, 2009

By Diana Saenger
For 21 years, playwright Charles Ludlam produced plays
that borrowed their subjects from other works such as
gothic novels, old movies, pop culture and Shakespeare.
His forte was comedy, farce and camp. Ludlam's Obiewinning 1984 gothic spoof "The Mystery of Irma Vep,"
classified as one of the most produced plays in America,
runs at The Old Globe's Arena Stage July 31 through Sept.
6.
The story of Lady Enid and her husband, who is under the
spell of his deceased first wife, is a satire of theatrical and
film genres including melodrama, farce and the Alfred
Hitchcock film "Rebecca" (1940). Part of the play's lure is
that two actors play seven characters. Jeffrey Bender, who
recently appeared at The Globe in "Opus," takes on the
roles of Lady Enid Hillcrest, Nicodemus, Underwood,
Alcazar and Pev Amri. Tony Award-nominated John Cariani
will play Lord Edgar Hillcrest, Jane Twisden and an
intruder.
Bender, who has a strong repertoire of physical comedy,
recognized the challenge of playing camp and crossdressing characters.
"You have to be willing to do anything on stage and have
fun with it," he said. "I don't get to do camp that often,
but I think physical comedy plays into camp."

'The Mystery of Irma Vep' is a campy farce and one of America's
most produced plays.
Photo by: Courtesy

In addition to a physical presence, playing a role of the
opposite sex requires an actor to psychologically get into
their character. Bender began his journey by working on
the dialect.
"I knew Lady Enid was going to be more of a prim and
proper character, more upper-crust British, so I
memorized my lines with a British cockney accent," he
said.
Director Henry Wishcamper, artistic director of Katharsis
Theater Company, said his two actors are malleable
professionals who will portray their many characters with
ease and fun. He sees his job more about making sense of
the play.
"The stakes of what's going on are extraordinarily high to
the point of ridiculousness almost every moment of play,"
Wishcamper said. "The challenge is to create enough
variation so the play doesn't become hysterical all the
time. It's a tricky balance between something that is
truthful and something that is heightened to the point of
being absurd."
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Anyone who has seen the incredible quick-change artists
on television realizes the extra challenge these actors face
on the intimate round Arena Stage that is void of typical
theater contraptions.
"The set, sound and costume designs are integral to this
play to make it fit within the space," Wishcamper said.
"Robin Vest, the scenic designer, has down a clever job of
collapsing the set down so the quick changes that are the
heart and soul of the piece can be achieved in the same
amount of time to achieve them on a proscenium stage."
As with many stage productions, it's the costumes that
make the play come to life. Wishcamper and Bender agree
that costumes by designer Jenny Mannis are really
another character in "Irma Vep."
"Jenny re-creates the world of classic Hollywood of the
late 1930s and early 1940s with fun costumes,"
Wishcamper said. "Sound is another important character
in the play. Paul Peterson includes a wealth of amazing
music of old classics, including Bernard Herrmann scores
with the sweeping majestic romantic sounds and the crazy
campy scores of the old B horror movies."
Thinking about two actors having to step off the stage
after one line and re-emerge to utter one line as a
different character seems impossible, but is part of the
intrigue Bender believes is appealing about "The Mystery
of Irma Vep."

Jeffrey Bender takes on four roles in 'The Mystery of Irma Vep.'

"Patrons will enjoy the spectacle of how hard we're working to do the quick costume changes," Bender said.
"They'll also like the pure magic of the show. Its horror spoofs and comedic references to plays are
spectacular. Playgoers are definitely going for a ride with this play."

'The Mystery of Irma Vep'
-

July 31 - Sept. 6
The Old Globe's Arena Stage
San Diego Museum of Art's James S. Copley Auditorium
(619) 234-5623
www.oldglobe.org

Diana Saenger
Diana Saenger is a freelance writer for the La Jolla Light. To make comments about articles, contact
talkback@lajollalight.com.
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Camp, pop culture abound in 'The Mystery of Irma Vep'
Thursday, July 23, 2009

By Diana Saenger
For 21 years, playwright Charles Ludlam produced plays
that borrowed their subjects from other works such as
gothic novels, old movies, pop culture and Shakespeare.
His forte was comedy, farce and camp. Ludlam's Obiewinning 1984 gothic spoof "The Mystery of Irma Vep,"
classified as one of the most produced plays in America,
runs at The Old Globe's Arena Stage July 31 through Sept.
6.
The story of Lady Enid and her husband, who is under the
spell of his deceased first wife, is a satire of theatrical and
film genres including melodrama, farce and the Alfred
Hitchcock film "Rebecca" (1940). Part of the play's lure is
that two actors play seven characters. Jeffrey Bender, who
recently appeared at The Globe in "Opus," takes on the
roles of Lady Enid Hillcrest, Nicodemus, Underwood,
Alcazar and Pev Amri. Tony Award-nominated John Cariani
will play Lord Edgar Hillcrest, Jane Twisden and an
intruder.
Bender, who has a strong repertoire of physical comedy,
recognized the challenge of playing camp and crossdressing characters.
"You have to be willing to do anything on stage and have
fun with it," he said. "I don't get to do camp that often,
but I think physical comedy plays into camp."

'The Mystery of Irma Vep' is a campy farce and one of America's
most produced plays.
Photo by: Courtesy

In addition to a physical presence, playing a role of the
opposite sex requires an actor to psychologically get into
their character. Bender began his journey by working on
the dialect.
"I knew Lady Enid was going to be more of a prim and
proper character, more upper-crust British, so I
memorized my lines with a British cockney accent," he
said.
Director Henry Wishcamper, artistic director of Katharsis
Theater Company, said his two actors are malleable
professionals who will portray their many characters with
ease and fun. He sees his job more about making sense of
the play.
"The stakes of what's going on are extraordinarily high to
the point of ridiculousness almost every moment of play,"
Wishcamper said. "The challenge is to create enough
variation so the play doesn't become hysterical all the
time. It's a tricky balance between something that is
truthful and something that is heightened to the point of
being absurd."
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Anyone who has seen the incredible quick-change artists
on television realizes the extra challenge these actors face
on the intimate round Arena Stage that is void of typical
theater contraptions.
"The set, sound and costume designs are integral to this
play to make it fit within the space," Wishcamper said.
"Robin Vest, the scenic designer, has down a clever job of
collapsing the set down so the quick changes that are the
heart and soul of the piece can be achieved in the same
amount of time to achieve them on a proscenium stage."
As with many stage productions, it's the costumes that
make the play come to life. Wishcamper and Bender agree
that costumes by designer Jenny Mannis are really
another character in "Irma Vep."
"Jenny re-creates the world of classic Hollywood of the
late 1930s and early 1940s with fun costumes,"
Wishcamper said. "Sound is another important character
in the play. Paul Peterson includes a wealth of amazing
music of old classics, including Bernard Herrmann scores
with the sweeping majestic romantic sounds and the crazy
campy scores of the old B horror movies."
Thinking about two actors having to step off the stage
after one line and re-emerge to utter one line as a
different character seems impossible, but is part of the
intrigue Bender believes is appealing about "The Mystery
of Irma Vep."

Jeffrey Bender takes on four roles in 'The Mystery of Irma Vep.'

"Patrons will enjoy the spectacle of how hard we're working to do the quick costume changes," Bender said.
"They'll also like the pure magic of the show. Its horror spoofs and comedic references to plays are
spectacular. Playgoers are definitely going for a ride with this play."

'The Mystery of Irma Vep'
-

July 31 - Sept. 6
The Old Globe's Arena Stage
San Diego Museum of Art's James S. Copley Auditorium
(619) 234-5623
www.oldglobe.org

Diana Saenger
Diana is a freelance writer for the Del Mar Times, Carmel Valley Leader, Rancho Santa Fe Record and Solana
Beach Sun. Comments about Diana's articles can be sent by e-mail.
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Bender and Cariani Star in Old Globe's Mystery of Irma
Vep Starting July 31
PlayBlog:

By Andrew Gans
31 Jul 2009
The Old Globe's production of Charles
Ludlam's gothic spoof The Mystery of
Irma Vep begins performances in the
Globe's Arena Stage at the San Diego
Museum of Art's James S. Copley
Auditorium July 31.
Directed by Henry Wishcamper, the
production will officially opening Aug. 6
at 8 PM, and performances will continue
through Sept. 6.
Jeffrey M. Bender (Broadway's
Cymbeline) and John Cariani (Tony
nomination for Fiddler on the Roof) are
the "cast of thousands," taking on the
roles of Lady Enid, Lord Edgar,
Nicodemus Underwood – and a mummy
– among others.

Cumming and Co.
Belt "We Are the
World"
Alan Cumming and the
downtown denizens who
make Our Hit Parade the
weekly not-to-be-missed
event that it is, bid a
farewell to the late
King ...

Inside Track:
The Weekend
and Week Ahead
Looking for something
fun to do this (cross
your fingers) rain-free
weekend? Try some of
these theatre-related
picks! Blake Friday, July
31 ...

John Cariani

"On a 'dark and stormy night,'" press
notes state, "Lady Enid arrives at an
estate with her new husband, who is under the spell of his deceased first
wife and haunted by something that's prowling the grounds. Strange things
begin to happen around Lady Enid while the mysterious portrait of Irma
Vep hanging over the fireplace gazes down upon her. The Mystery of Irma
Vep is a hilarious comedy that satirizes everything from Alfred Hitchcock's
'Rebecca' to Victorian Melodrama to 'The Mummy's Curse.'"
photo by Aubrey Reuben

The creative team also includes Robin Vest (scenic design), Jenny Mannis
(costume design), Jason Bieber (lighting design), Paul Peterson (sound
design) and Kathryn Davies (stage manager).
9 to 5 Original Broadway
Cast Recording CD
Advertisement

The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way.
Tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at

List price:
$17.98
Sale price:
$13.95
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Bender and Cariani Star in Old Globe's Mystery of Irma
Vep, Opening Aug. 6
PlayBlog:

By Andrew Gans
06 Aug 2009
The Old Globe's production of Charles
Ludlam's gothic spoof The Mystery of
Irma Vep officially opens in the Globe's
Arena Stage at the San Diego Museum
of Art's James S. Copley Auditorium Aug.
6 at 8 PM.

Do You Hear the
People Sing?
The New York City Gay
Men’s Chorus, a fixture
on the New York City
cultural scene since its
founding in 1979,
announced this week
that ...

Inside Track:
Directed by Henry Wishcamper, the
production, which began previews July
31, will continue through Sept. 6.
Jeffrey M. Bender (Broadway's
Cymbeline) and John Cariani (Tony
nomination for Fiddler on the Roof) are
the "cast of thousands," taking on the
roles of Lady Enid, Lord Edgar,
Nicodemus Underwood – and a mummy
– among others. Chris Wollman is also
featured.

Streisand the
Incredible
Barbra Streisand, one of
the most talented
women to ever grace
this planet, will be
coming back to New
York…but not in the
huge, arena ...

Jeffrey M. Bender and John Cariani
photo by Craig Schwartz

"On a 'dark and stormy night,'" press
notes state, "Lady Enid arrives at an estate with her new husband, who is
under the spell of his deceased first wife and haunted by something that's
prowling the grounds. Strange things begin to happen around Lady Enid
while the mysterious portrait of Irma Vep hanging over the fireplace gazes
down upon her. The Mystery of Irma Vep is a hilarious comedy that
satirizes everything from Alfred Hitchcock's 'Rebecca' to Victorian
Melodrama to 'The Mummy's Curse.'"
The creative team also includes Robin Vest (scenic design), Jenny Mannis
(costume design), Jason Bieber (lighting design), Paul Peterson (sound
design) and Kathryn Davies (stage manager).
NEXT TO NORMAL Superboy T-Shirt
Advertisement

The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way.
Tickets may be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at
(619) 23-GLOBE or by visiting the box office.

List price:
$24.95
LEGALLY BLONDE the
Musical Piano/Vocal
Selections
List price:
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There is a mystery to be solved in The Old Globe’s production of The Mystery of Irma Vep. Can you crack it?
The questions go beyond the title character, Irma. How many actors are in the show? What number of characters do they play –
man, woman or other? How often do they change from one character to another? How many classic, gothic, horror, and
Hollywood movies can those characters spoof in one stage show?
We can answer some of those questions in this report. You’ll have to witness the show firsthand to solve some of the other
mysteries. And still a few questions may never be deciphered in this hilarious whodunit.
The story starts on a “dark and stormy night,” as Lady Enid arrives at an estate with her new husband – Lord Edgar Hillcrest, no
relation to the local neighborhood – who is under the spell of his deceased first wife – Irma, of course – and haunted by
something that’s prowling the grounds. Following the clues so far? Strange things begin to happen around the new Lady of the
house while the mystifying portrait of Irma hanging over the fireplace gazes down upon her.

“The main story is that Lord Hillcrest, who is the head of this English Manor house, has brought home a new wife,” further
explains Henry Wishcamper, the director of this Charles Ludlam comedy. “Their honeymoon period is interrupted by a vampire
that may – or may not – be Lord Hillcrest’s first wife, Irma Vep.”
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Another clue.
“So the principle characters are Lord Edgar Hillcrest and Lady Enid,” Wishcamper continues. “Plus there is their servant Jane,
who is a very uptight housekeeper, and Nicodemus, who is a hunchbacked stable boy.”
Four characters so far, for those keeping notes. Five, if you count in Irma. In total, actors Jeffrey M. Bender and John Cariani
play a “cast of thousands,” taking on the four main roles and a collection of supporting roles – plus a mummy. Yes, add a
mummy to the list.
“The two play a total of 10 characters,” Wishcamper confesses.
“I can tell you I am playing four characters, but I can’t tell you who they are because I don’t want to give anything away,”
Cariani admitted, answering questions after a recent rehearsal. “I can say I play a woman, but I am not a very pretty woman –
which is kind of hard on my ego. Neither is Jeff (Bender), though.”
Bender and Cariani switch back and forth between roles with lightning speed, a trick that can be just as entertaining as the plot.
“The show is described as a full-length quick-change act,” Wishcamper says. “It’s two men that play all the rolls in the play, both
men and women. They leave the stage as one character and return quickly as another character.”

How fast this change happens is still unclear, even as the director and actors approach
opening night. “I’m not sure. I would have to look it up in the script,” Cariani says. It can be as fast as one line of text.
Sometimes they have scenes with themselves (off stage) and change characters instantly.
“To make the show more complicated, we’re doing the show in the round,” Wishcamper explains. Most theatres in the round (an
audience on all sides of the stage) have four entrances. The current Globe stage – which is temporary housed in the Arena Stage
at the San Diego Museum of Art’s James S. Copley Auditorium while a new permanent facility is being built – only has two
entrances, each on opposites sides of the stage. “They exit through one door and enter through another door, which necessitates
them crossing all the way around the entire theatre while changing clothes at the same time.”
“I know it takes us about 20 seconds of so to run from one exit to the other entrance, and the change is done on the other side. It
doesn’t give you much time to do the costume change,” Cariani continues.
Cariani and Bender started early in develop the personalities of each character, thanks to the assistance of a Dialect Coach. They
both started with where the characters live vocally, and how to differentiate them through how they spoke.
“Sometimes, they switch characters when they are on stage. Sometimes, they switch characters when they are off stage. So, the
vocal portrayal is very important to the audiences’ understanding,” Wishcamper explained of the early rehearsals.
“She (the Dialect Coach) made the great suggestion that we figure out how each of our characters would laugh,” Caniari recalls.
“Finding out how each of the characters laugh – and I’m not going to tell you who they are – has helped a lot.”
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Cariani continues to talk about his vocal training, slipping in suspicious indications of the characters he plays. “One of the
funniest thing is Jane, the woman servant I play, has a lower voice than Lord Hillcrest, the man I play. We decided to make Jane
a ridged, frigid woman.”
Did you pick up the clues? In contrast, Bender plays Lady Enid Hillcrest and the hunchback, Nicodemus. The two started to
complete their roles once they added costumes. “Both of them, seeing what their costumes were going to be and putting the
costume on in fittings, really helped them find where these characters live physically.”
Still, the results have not been perfect, at least not in rehearsal.
“I think every time they run off stage, they have a split second panic of ‘Who am I next?’” Wishcamper says.

“That happened the other day (during rehearsal),” Cariani confirms the director’s
comments. “Jeff came on to do a scene and he said, ‘I have no idea what I am doing. I have no idea what line I am supposed to
say.’ Today it happened to me. I walked out, and I said ‘I know I am supposed to be here, but I have no idea what scene I am
supposed to do.’”
That craziness is part of the fun of watching the show, but still has its limits.
“It should appear like it is fast and frantic, but it can’t be done that way. The more frantic we are, the worse this play is,” Cariani
says, explaining, “It has to look like it’s frantic, but it has to be really controlled.”
“My hope is that whatever happens on stage seems effortless and easy, and as an audience member, you have a sense of how
frenetic everything is back stage in order to create that ease on stage,” Wishcamper adds.
How many changes? How many costumes? How many times? The evidence is still inconclusive. The estimate is 20-30 costumes
for the 10 characters in the show, but “probably more,” Wishcamper discloses. Cariani cannot even begin to count how many
times he and Bender swap parts, but Wishcamper guesses around 50 times.
“It’s an old vaudeville routine. It’s a lot of antics,” the director says. “They go through a whole sequence of vampire and old
Hollywood movie spoofs.”
The Mystery of Irma Vep satirizes everything from Alfred Hitchcock’s Rebecca to Victorian Melodrama to The Mummy’s Curse.
How many spoofs?
“There are multiple vampires, there is a mummy that comes to life, there is a werewolf,” Wishcamper hints. “There are enough
stories in this play to fill six or seven in this shows. They are pulled directly from 1930s and 40s Hollywood movies and they are
all perfectly recognizable. They feel very familiar and almost like old friends before you even know who they are.”
Did you catch that clue? Add a werewolf to the list of suspects.
“It’s the coolest derived play that I have ever been a part of it. It takes stock characters and situations we know from horror
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movies and replays them and then turns them on their ear,” Cariani adds. “It’s scary and hilarious, and spectacular in the true
sense of the word because it is a spectacle.”
Part of the spectacle is not just watching the two actors rotate through their cast of thousands, but also the spooky effects and
booby-traps throughout the intimate set. It’ll take a keen detective’s eye to catch them all.
“The set has it’s own character. The costumes have their own character,” Wishcamper says. “There are a lot of low-tech
theatrical special effects in our show that are a lot of fun, which are part of the spirit of the play.”
Spirits? Another clue, or just a tease to mislead you?
“Very little of this play makes sense,” Cariani says, backing up his claim with the fact the show was originally produced by the
Ridiculous Theater Company. “There are red herrings at every turn. You think it’s going to be this, than this, than this – but they
(the characters) keep misleading you. Then you realize you haven’t been led anywhere. That’s the fun of it actually.”
The mystery of Irma Vep can still be solved, if your detective skills are up to par. “The rest of the play is just ridiculous.” Either
way, Cariani says, “I think the audience is going to have the best time.”
The Mystery of Irma Vep
Presented by The Old Globe
Aug. 6 – Sept. 6 (with previews before opening night)
Tickets: $29-$59
1363 Old Globe Way (in Balboa Park)
Box office: (619) 23-GLOBE (234-5623)
Online: TheOldGlobe.org


All photos by Craig Schwartz, courtesy of The Old Globe.
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by BWW News Desk
The Old Globe's production of Charles Ludlam's
gothic spoof, The Mystery of Irma Vep stars
Jeffrey M. Bender and John Cariani are a "cast of
thousands," taking on the roles of Lady Enid,
Lord Edgar, Nicodemus Underwood - and a
mummy - among many others. Directed by
Henry Wishcamper. The Mystery of Irma Vep will
run in the Globe's Arena Stage at the San Diego
Museum of Art's James S. Copley Auditorium July
31 - Sept. 6, 2009. Low-priced previews are
available from July 31 - Aug. 5. Opening night is
Aug. 6 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets may be purchased
online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at
(619) 23-GLOBE or by visiting the Box Office.
Ludlam's Obie-winning farce has enjoyed a run
as one of the most-produced plays in America.
On a "dark and stormy night," Lady Enid arrives at an estate with her new husband, who is
under the spell of his deceased first wife and haunted by something that's prowling the grounds.
Strange things begin to happen around Lady Enid while the mysterious portrait of Irma Vep
hanging over the fireplace gazes down upon her. The Mystery of Irma Vep is a hilarious comedy
that satirizes everything from Alfred Hitchcock's Rebecca to Victorian Melodrama to The
Mummy's Curse.
The creative team includes Robin Vest (scenic design), Jenny Mannis (costume design), Jason
Bieber (lighting design), Paul Peterson (sound design) and Kathryn Davies (stage manager).
Tickets to The Mystery of Irma Vep can be purchased online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone
at (619) 23-GLOBE or by visiting the box office at 1363 Old Globe Way in Balboa Park.
Performances begin on July 31 and continue through Sept. 6. Ticket prices range from $29 to
$59. Low-priced preview performances are available from July 31 to Aug. 5. Performance times:
Previews: Friday, July 31 at 8:00 p.m., Sunday Aug. 1 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., Tuesday,
Aug. 4 and Wednesday, Aug. 5 at 7:00 p.m. Regular Performances: Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings at 7:00 p.m., Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday matinees at 2:00 p.m., and Sunday evenings at 7:00 p.m. Discounts are available for
full-time students, patrons 29 years of age and under, educators, seniors and groups of 10 or
more.
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way. There are
numerous free parking lots available throughout the park. Valet parking is also available ($10).
For additional parking information visit www.BalboaPark.org.
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The Tony Award-winning Old Globe is one of the country's leading professional regional theaters
and has stood as San Diego's flagship arts institution for 74 years. Under the direction of
Executive Producer Louis G. Spisto, The Old Globe produces a year-round season of 15
productions of classic, contemporary and new works on its three Balboa Park stages: the 580seat Old Globe Theatre, the 250-seat Arena Stage at the San Diego Museum of Art's James S.
Copley Auditorium (an interim second stage during construction of the new 280-seat Conrad
Prebys Theatre Center) and the 612-seat outdoor Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, home of its
internationally renowned Shakespeare Festival. More than 250,000 people attend Globe
productions annually and participate in the theater's education programs and outreach services.
Numerous Broadway-bound premieres and revivals, such as The Full Monty, Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels, A Catered Affair, and the annual holiday musical, Dr. Seuss' How The Grinch Stole
Christmas!, have been developed at The Old Globe and have gone on to enjoy highly successful
runs in New York and at regional theatres across the country.
For more information, visit www.TheOldGlobe.org.
Photo by Craig Schwartz.

John Cariani (Lord Edgar Hillcrest) and Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest)
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John Cariani (Lord Edgar Hillcrest) and Jeffrey M. Bender (Alcazar)

John Cariani (Jane Twisden) and Jeffrey M. Bender (Nicodemus)
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Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest) and John Cariani (Jane Twisden)
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Jeffrey M. Bender (Nicodemus) and John Cariani (Jane Twisden)
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John Cariani (Lord Edgar Hillcrest) and Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest)
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Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest)
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Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest)
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Jeffrey M. Bender (Lady Enid Hillcrest)
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John Cariani (Jane Twisden)
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John Cariani (Lord Edgar Hillcrest)
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Directed by Henry Wishcamper, the production will officially opening Aug. 6 at 8 PM, and performances will
continue through Sept. 6.

Soldiers warned
How much

Jeffrey M. Bender (Broadway's Cymbeline) and John Cariani (Tony nomination for Fiddler on the Roof) are
the "cast of thousands," taking on the roles of Lady Enid, Lord Edgar, Nicodemus Underwood - and a
mummy - among others.
"On a 'dark and stormy night,'" press notes state, "Lady Enid arrives at an estate with her new husband,
who is under the spell of his deceased first wife and haunted by something that's prowling the grounds.
Strange things begin to happen around Lady Enid while the mysterious portrait of Irma Vep hanging over
the fireplace gazes down upon her. The Mystery of Irma Vep is a hilarious comedy that satirizes everything
from Alfred Hitchcock's 'Rebecca' to Victorian Melodrama to 'The Mummy's Curse.'"
The creative team also includes Robin Vest (scenic design), Jenny Mannis (costume design), Jason Bieber
(lighting design), Paul Peterson (sound design) and Kathryn Davies (stage manager).
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old Globe Way. Tickets may be purchased
online at www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by visiting the box office.
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Above: "The Mystery of Irma Vep," a play with eight characters and only two actors, runs at The Old Globe Theatre through
September 6.
“Noises Off” runs through September 6 at Cygnet Theater in Old Town.
“Time Flies” runs through August 16 at New Village Arts in Carlsbad as part of their Summer Comedy Festival.
“The Mystery of Irma Vep” runs through September 6 at the Old Globe Theatre.
MAUREEN CAVANAUGH (Host): I'm Maureen Cavanaugh and you're listening to These Days on KPBS.
In the heart of summer vacation time, and in the middle of a thoroughly depressing recession, local theatre companies have wisely
decided that this is not exactly the time to stage Oedipus Rex.
Comedy is the star of the hour, with the Old Globe, the La Jolla Playhouse, Cygnet Theater and New Village Arts all running comic
plays. The light entertainment is aimed at giving the audience a good-old time at the theatre, and enticing people to splurge just a little
for a pleasant night out.
While the object may be the same, the various plays feature different types of comedies, calling for different styles of acting and
direction. It may look easy, but as we'll all soon learn...it takes skill, and talent to make an audience laugh out loud night after night.
Joining us to talk about the subtleties of the comic touch are my guests.
Guests:
Rosina Reynolds, a local actor and director. She is currently performing in Cygnet Theater's producer of “Noises Off.”
Joshua Everett Johnson, the associate artistic director of New Village Arts. He is directing and performing in their production of
“Time Flies.”
Jeffrey Bender, one of two actors in the Old Globe Theater's production of “The Mystery of Irma Vep.”
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Bender and Cariani to Star in Old Globe's Mystery
of Irma Vep
By Andrew Gans
July 9, 2009
Casting has been announced for the Old Globe's upcoming
production of Charles Ludlam's gothic spoof, The Mystery of
Irma Vep.
Directed by Henry Wishcamper, the production will begin
performances in the Globe's Arena Stage at the San Diego
Museum of Art's James S. Copley Auditorium July 31 with an
official opening Aug. 6 at 8 PM. Performances will continue
through Sept. 6.
Jeffrey M. Bender (Broadway's Cymbeline) and John Cariani
(Tony nomination for Fiddler on the Roof) will be the "cast of
thousands," taking on the roles of Lady Enid, Lord Edgar,
Nicodemus Underwood – and a mummy – among others.
"On a 'dark and stormy night,'" press notes state, "Lady Enid
arrives at an estate with her new husband, who is under the
spell of his deceased first wife and haunted by something that's
prowling the grounds. Strange things begin to happen around
Lady Enid while the mysterious portrait of Irma Vep hanging
over the fireplace gazes down upon her. The Mystery of Irma
Vep is a hilarious comedy that satirizes everything from Alfred
Hitchcock's 'Rebecca' to Victorian Melodrama to 'The Mummy's
Curse.'"
The creative team also includes Robin Vest (scenic design),
Jenny Mannis (costume design), Jason Bieber (lighting design),
Paul Peterson (sound design) and Kathryn Davies (stage
manager).
The Old Globe is located in San Diego's Balboa Park at 1363 Old
Globe Way. Tickets may be purchased online at
www.TheOldGlobe.org, by phone at (619) 23-GLOBE or by
visiting the box office.
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